We study the problem of probabilistic query evaluation (PQE) over probabilistic graphs, namely, tuple-independent probabilistic databases (TIDs) on signatures of arity two. Our focus is the class of queries that is closed under homomorphisms, or equivalently, the infinite unions of conjunctive queries, denoted UCQ ∞ . Our main result states that all unbounded queries in UCQ ∞ are #P-hard for PQE. As bounded queries in UCQ ∞ are already classified by the dichotomy of Dalvi and Suciu [16], our results and theirs imply a complete dichotomy on PQE for UCQ ∞ queries over aritytwo signatures. This dichotomy covers in particular all fragments in UCQ ∞ such as negation-free (disjunctive) Datalog, regular path queries, and a large class of ontology-mediated queries on arity-two signatures. Our result is shown by reducing from counting the valuations of positive partitioned 2-DNF formulae (#PP2DNF) for some queries, or from the source-to-target reliability problem in an undirected graph (#U-ST-CON) for other queries, depending on properties of minimal models.
Introduction
The management of uncertain and probabilistic data is an important problem in many applications, e.g., automated knowledge base construction [18, 24, 27] , data integration from diverse sources, predictive and stochastic modeling, applications based on (error-prone) sensor readings, etc. To represent probabilistic data, the most basic model is that of tupleindependent probabilistic databases (TIDs) [32] . In TIDs, every fact of the database is viewed as an independent random variable, and is either kept or discarded according to some probability. Hence, a TID induces a probability distribution over all possible worlds, that is, all possible subsets of the database. The central inference task for TIDs is then probabilistic query evaluation (PQE): Given a query Q, compute the probability of Q relative to a TID I, i.e., the total probability of the possible worlds where Q is satisfied. Dalvi and Suciu obtained a dichotomy for PQE on unions of conjunctive queries (UCQs), measured in data complexity, i.e., as a function of the input TID and with the query being fixed. They have shown that PQE can be solved in polynomial time for some UCQs (called safe), and that it is #P-hard for all other UCQs (called unsafe). Their result was the foundation of many other studies of the complexity of PQE [2, 13, 20, 26, 28, 29, 31] .
Despite this extensive research on TIDs, there is little known about PQE for monotone query languages beyond UCQs. In particular, we are not aware of results for languages featuring recursion, which is an essential ingredient in many applications: it is unknown if PQE admits a dichotomy for (negation-free) Datalog, or for ontology-mediated queries [12] .
In this work, we focus on a large class of queries beyond first-order. Specifically, we study the class of all queries that are closed under homomorphisms: we denote this class by UCQ ∞ Probabilistic query evaluation. We study the problem of probabilistic query evaluation over tuple-independent probabilistic databases. A tuple-independent probabilistic database (TID) over a signature σ is a pair I = (I, π) of a σ-instance I and of a function π that maps every fact F to a probability π(F ), given as a rational number in [0, 1]. Formally, a TID I = (I, π) defines the following probability distribution over all possible worlds I ⊆ I:
Then, given a TID I = (I, π), the probability of a query Q relative to I, denoted P I (Q), is given by the sum of the probabilities of the possible worlds that satisfy the query: P I (Q) := I ⊆I,I |=Q π(I ).
The probabilistic query evaluation problem (PQE) for a query Q, written PQE(Q), is then the task of computing P I (Q) given a TID I as input. For a query Q, we study the data complexity of PQE(Q), which is measured as a function of the input instance I, i.e., the signature and Q are fixed. PQE(Q) is clearly in the complexity class FP #P : we can use a nondeterministic Turing machine to guess a possible world according to the probability distribution of the TID (i.e., each possible world is obtained in a number of runs proportional to its probability), and then check in polynomial time data complexity if Q holds, with polynomial-time postprocessing to renormalize the number of runs to a probability. Our goal in this work is to show that the problem is also #P-hard.
To show #P-hardness, we use polynomial-time Turing reductions [14] . A function f is #P-complete under polynomial time Turing reductions if it is in #P and every g ∈ #P is in FP f . Polynomial-time Turing reductions are the most common reductions for #P and they are the reductions used to show #P-hardness in the dichotomy of Dalvi and Suciu [16], so we use them throughout this work.
Problems. We will show hardness by reducing from two well-known #P-hard problems. For some queries, we reduce from #PP2DNF [30] , which a standard tool to show hardness of unsafe UCQs. The original problem uses Boolean formulas; here, we give an equivalent rephrasing in terms of bipartite graphs. It will be technically convenient to assume that H is connected. This is clearly without loss of generality, as otherwise the number of good possible worlds is simply obtained as the product of the number of good possible worlds of each connected component of H.
For other queries, we reduce from the undirected st-connectivity problem (#U-ST-CON) [30]:
Definition 2.2. The source-to-target undirected reachability problem (#U-ST-CON) asks the following: Given an undirected graph G with two distinguished vertices s and t, where each graph edge has probability 0.5, determine the probability of obtaining a good possible world, i.e., a subgraph ω of G where there is a path from s to t.
Result Statement
The goal of this paper is to extend the dichotomy by Dalvi and Suciu [16] on PQE for UCQs. Their result states:
Theorem 3.1 [16] . Let Q be a UCQ. Then, PQE(Q) is either in FP or it is #P-hard.
We call a UCQ safe if PQE(Q) is in FP, and unsafe otherwise. This dichotomy characterizes the complexity of PQE for UCQs, but does not apply to other homomorphism-closed queries beyond UCQs. Our contribution, when restricting to the arity-two setting, is to generalize this dichotomy to UCQ ∞ , i.e., to any query closed under homomorphisms. Specifically, we show that all such queries are intractable unless they are equivalent to a safe UCQ.
Theorem 3.2. Let Q be a UCQ ∞ on an arity-two signature. Then, either Q is equivalent to a safe UCQ and PQE(Q) is in FP, or it is not and PQE(Q) is #P-hard.
Our result relies on the dichotomy of Dalvi and Suciu for UCQ ∞ queries that are equivalent to UCQs. The key point is then to show intractability for the other queries of UCQ ∞ , which we call unbounded queries. So our technical contribution is to show: Theorem 3.3. Let Q be an unbounded UCQ ∞ query on an arity-two signature. Then
Examples of unbounded UCQ ∞ queries include many Datalog queries, e.g., the following program with one monadic intensional predicate U on extensional signature R, S, T : For queries that we show to be #P-hard, we also do not study what is the complexity of performing the reduction as a function of the query, or whether this problem is even decidable. All that matters is that, once the query is fixed, some reduction procedure exists, and that it can be computed in polynomial time as a function of the input instance. Such uniformity problems seem unavoidable, given that our language UCQ ∞ is very general and includes some queries for which non-probabilistic evaluation is not even decidable, e.g., "there is a path from R to T whose length is the index of a Turing machine that halts". We leave for future work the study of the query complexity of the reduction when restricting to better-behaved query languages such as Datalog or RPQs.
Proof outline. Theorem 3.3 is proven in the rest of the paper. There are two cases, depending on the query. We study the first case in Section 4, that covers queries for which we can find a model with a so-called non-iterable edge. Intuitively, this is a model where we can make the query false by replacing the edge by a back-and-forth path of some length between two neighboring facts that it connects. For such queries, we can show hardness by a reduction from #PP2DNF, essentially like the hardness proof for the query Q 0 : R(w, x), S(x, y), T (y, z) which is the arity-two variant of the unsafe query of [15, Theorem 5.1]. This hardness proof covers some bounded queries (including Q 0 ) and some unbounded ones.
In Section 5, we present a new ingredient, to be used in the second case, i.e., when there is no model with a non-iterable edge. We show that any unbounded query must always have a model with a tight edge, i.e., an edge where we can make the query false by replacing it by two copies that disconnect its endpoints. What is more, we can find a model with a tight edge which is minimal in some sense, which we call a minimal tight pattern.
In Section 6, we use minimal tight patterns for the second case, covering unbounded queries that have a minimal tight pattern whose edge is iterable. This applies for all queries to which Section 4 did not apply (and also for some queries to which it did). Here, we reduce from the #U-ST-CON problem, intuitively using the iterable edge for a kind of reachability test, and using the minimality and tightness of the pattern to show the soundness and completeness of the reduction.
Hardness with Non-Iterable Edges
In this section, we present the hardness proof for the first case, where we can find a model of the query with a non-iterable edge. This notion will be defined relative to a incident pair:
where F l is left-incident to e and F r is right-incident to e. We write I e,Π to denote an instance I with a non-leaf edge e relative to an incident pair Π.
Note that every non-leaf edge e must have an incident pair, as we can pick F l and F r from the edges incident to u and v which are not e. What is more, we must have F l = F r , and neither F l nor F r can be unary facts. However, as the relations R l and R r are σ ↔ -relations, we may have R l = R r or R l = R − r , and the elements l and r may be equal if the edge (u, v) is part of a triangle with some edges {u, w} and {v, w}.
Let us illustrate the notion of incident pair on an example. We can now define the iteration process on an instance I e,Π , which intuitively replaces the edge e by a path of copies of e, keeping the facts of Π at the beginning and end of the path, and copying all other incident facts: Definition 4.3. Let I e,Π be an instance where e = (u, v), Π = (F l , F r ), F l = R l (l, u), F r = R r (v, r), and let n ≥ 1. The result of performing the n-th iteration of e in I relative to Π, denoted I n e,Π , is a σ-instance with domain dom(I n e,Π ) := dom(I)∪{u 2 , . . . , u n }∪{v 1 , . . . , v n−1 }, where the new elements are fresh, and where we use u 1 to refer to u and v n to refer to v for convenience. The facts of I n e,Π are defined by applying the following steps: Copy non-incident facts: Initialize I n e,Π as the induced subinstance of I on dom(I) \ {u, v}. Copy incident facts F l and F r : Add F l and F r to I n e,Π , using u 1 and v n , respectively. Copy other left-incident facts: For each σ ↔ -fact F l = R l (l , u) of I that is left-incident to e (i.e., l / ∈ {u, v}) and where F l = F l , add to I n e,Π the fact R l (l , u i ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Copy other right-incident facts: For each σ ↔ -fact F r = R r (v, r ) of I that is right-incident to e (i.e., r / ∈ {u, v}) and where F r = F r , add to I n e,Π the fact R r (v i , r ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Create copies of e: For every pair 
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Example of iteration from an instance I e,Π (left) to I 2 e,Π (middle). We write Π = (F l , Fr) and call e l and er the edges of F l and Fr. Each line represents an edge, realized in general by multiple σ ↔ -facts. A key is given at the right.
The iteration process is represented in Figure 1 . Note that for n = 1 we obtain exactly the original instance. Intuitively, we replace e by a path going back-and-forth between copies of u and v (and traversing e alternatively in one direction and another). The intermediate vertices have the same incident facts as the original endpoints except that we have not copied the left-incident fact and the right-incident fact of the incident pair. The reason why must choose two incident facts (not edges) in the incident pair is because in the PQE problem we will give probabilities to single facts and not edges.
We first notice that larger iterates have homomorphisms back to smaller iterates:
Observation 4.4. For any instance I, for any non-leaf edge e of I, for any incident pair Π for e, and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j, it holds that I j e,Π has a homomorphism to I i e,Π . Proof. Simply merge u i , . . . , u j , and merge v i , . . . , v j .
Hence, choosing an instance I that satisfies Q, a non-leaf edge e of I, and an incident pair Π, there are two possible regimes. Either all iterations I n e,Π satisfy Q, or there is some iteration I n0 e,Π with n 0 > 1 that violates Q (and, by Observation 4.4, all subsequent iterations also do). We call e iterable relative to Π in the first case, and non-iterable in the second case. ). Theorem 4.6 will nevertheless be sufficient for our purposes of showing hardness for all unbounded queries, as we will do in the next sections.
Hence, in the rest of this section, we prove Theorem 4.6. Let I e,Π be the instance with the non-iterable edge, and let us take the smallest n 0 > 1 such that I n0 e,Π violates the query, The idea is to use I e,Π and n 0 to show hardness of PQE by reducing from #PP2DNF (Definition 2.1). Thus, let us explain how we can use I e,Π to code a bipartite graph H in polynomial time into a TID I. The definition of this coding does not depend on the query Q, but we will use the properties of I e,Π and n 0 to argue that it defines a reduction between #PP2DNF and PQE, i.e., there is a correspondence between the possible worlds of H and the possible worlds of I, such that good possible worlds of H are mapped to possible worlds of I which satisfy Q. Let us first define the coding: 
where the new elements are fresh. The facts of J and the mapping π are defined as follows:
Copy non-incident facts: Initialize J as the induced subinstance of I on dom(I) \ {u, v}. Copy incident facts F l and F r : Add to J the σ ↔ -fact R l (l, u a ) for each a ∈ A, and add
Copy other left-incident facts:
Create copies of e: For each c ∈ C with c = (a, b), create a copy of e on each of the following pairs of J:
, Finally, we define the function π such that it maps all the facts created in the step "Copy incident facts F l and F r " to 0.5, and all other facts to 1.
Observe how this definition relates to the definition of iteration (Definition 4.3): we intuitively code each edge of the bipartite graph as a copy of the path of copies of e in the definition of the n-th iteration of (u, v). Note also that there are exactly |A| + |B| uncertain facts, by construction. It is clear that, for any choice of I e,Π and n, this coding is in polynomial time in H. The result of the coding is illustrated in Figure 4 in Appendix B.
We now define the bijection φ mapping each possible world ω of the connected bipartite graph H to a possible world of the TID I. For each vertex a ∈ A we keep the copy of F r incident to u a in φ(ω) if a is kept in ω, and we do not keep it otherwise; we do the same for v b and F l . It is obvious that this correspondence is bijective and that all possible worlds have the same probability, namely, 0.5 |A|+|B| . What is more, we can use φ to define a reduction, thanks to the following property: Proof sketch. The first direction is simply because φ(ω) then contains a subinstance isomorphic to I n e,Π , by keeping the facts of the path corresponding to some edge witnessing that ω is good.
The harder part is the second direction: when ω is bad, we can show how to "fold back" φ(ω), going from the copies of F l to the copies of F r , into the iterate I 3n−1 e,Π . This uses the fact that ω is bad, so the copies of F l and F r must be sufficiently far from one another.
Proposition 4.8 allows us to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.6. Indeed, recall that we have chosen I e,Π and n 0 > 1 such that I n−1 e,Π satisfies Q, but I
does not. Then, good possible worlds of H give a possible world of I which satisfies Q, and bad possible worlds of H give a possible world of I which does not satisfy Q. This argument concludes the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Finding a Minimal Tight Pattern
In the previous section, we have shown hardness for queries (bounded or unbounded) that have a model with a non-iterable edge; leaving open the case of unbounded queries for which, in all models, all non-leaf edges can be iterated. We first note that such queries indeed exist:
Example 5.1. Consider the following Datalog program:
This program is unbounded, as it accepts instances containing paths of the form R(a, a 1 ),
However, it has no model with a noniterable edge: in every model the query is satisfied by a path of the form above, and we cannot break such a path by iterating an edge (this yields a longer path of the same form).
If we tried to reduce from #PP2DNF for this query as in the previous section, then the reduction would fail because the edge is iterable: in possible worlds of the bipartite graph, where we have not retained two adjacent vertices, we would still have matches of the query in the corresponding possible world of the probabilistic instance, where we go from a chosen vertex to another by going back-and-forth on the copies of e that code the edges of the bipartite graph. These are the "back-and-forth matches" which are not properly addressed in [25, 26] .
In light of this, we handle the case of such queries in the next two sections. In this section, we prove a general result for unbounded queries (independent from the previous section): all unbounded queries must have a model with a tight edge, which is additionally minimal in some sense. Tight edges and iterable edges will then be used in Section 6 to show hardness for unbounded queries which are not covered by the previous section.
Let us start by defining this notion of tight edge, via a rewriting operation on instances called a dissociation.
I is I where we create a copy of the edge e on (u, v ) and on (u , v), and then remove all non-unary facts that realize e in I .
Dissociation is illustrated in the following example (see also Figure 2 ). For our purposes, we will not only need tight patterns, but minimal tight patterns:
Definition 5.5. Given an instance I with a non-leaf edge e = (a, b), the weight of e is the number of facts that realize e in I (including unary facts). The side weight of e is the number of σ ↔ -facts in I that are left-incident to e, plus the number of σ ↔ -facts in I that are right-incident to e. Given a query Q, we say that a tight pattern (I, e) is minimal if:
Q has no tight pattern (I , e ) where the weight of e is strictly less than that of e; and Q has no tight pattern (I , e ) where the weight of e is equal to that of e and the side weight of e is strictly less than that of e.
We can now state the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.6. Every unbounded query Q has a minimal tight pattern.
The idea of how to find tight patterns is as follows: the only instances without non-leaf edges are intuitively disjoint unions of star-shaped subinstances (which may involve unary facts). If a query is unbounded, then its validity cannot be determined simply by looking at such subinstances (unlike Q 0 or Q 1 above), so there must be a model of the query with an edge that we cannot dissociate without breaking the query, i.e., a tight pattern. Once we know that there is a tight pattern, then it is simple to argue that we can find a model with a tight edge that is minimal in the sense that we require.
Let us first note that any iterative dissociation process, i.e., any process of iteratively applying dissociation to a given instance, will necessarily terminate. More precisely, an iterative dissociation process is a sequence of instances starting at an instance I and where each instance is defined from the previous one by performing the dissociation of some non-leaf edge. We say that the process terminates if it reaches an instance where there are no longer any edges that we can dissociate, i.e., all edges are leaf edges.
Observation 5.7. For any instance I, the iterative dissociation process will terminate in n steps, where n is the number of non-leaf edges in I.
Proof sketch. Each dissociation decreases the number of non-leaf edges by 1.
Let us now consider instances with no non-leaf edges. They are intuitively disjoint unions of star-shaped subinstances, and in particular they homomorphically map to some constant-sized subset of their facts, as will be crucial when studying our unbounded query.
Proposition 5.8. For every signature σ, there exists a bound k σ > 0, ensuring the following: For every instance I on σ having no non-leaf edge, there exists an instance I ⊆ I such that I has a homomorphism to I and such that we have |I | < k σ .
Proof sketch. Connected instances where we cannot perform a dissociation can have at most one non-leaf element, with all edges using this element and a leaf. The number of such instances up to homomorphic equivalence is finite (exponential in the signature size), as each edge can be described by the set of facts that realize it. Thus, we can show the result by collapsing together edges with the same set of facts.
Disconnected instances where we cannot perform a dissociation are unions of the connected instances of the form above, so the number of possibilities up to homomorphic equivalence is again finite (exponential in the number of possible connected instances). We can then conclude by collapsing together connected components that are isomorphic.
We can now prove Theorem 5.6 by appealing to the unboundedness of the query. To do this, we will rephrase unboundedness in terms of minimal models: Definition 5.9. A minimal model of a query Q is an instance I that satisfies Q and such that every proper subinstance of I violates Q.
We can rephrase the unboundedness of a UCQ ∞ Q in terms of minimal models: Q is unbounded iff it has infinitely many minimal models. Indeed, if a query Q has finitely many minimal models, then it is clearly equivalent to the UCQ formed from these minimal models, because it is closed under homomorphisms. Conversely, if Q is equivalent to a UCQ, then it has finitely many minimal models which are obtained as all possible homomorphic images of the UCQ disjuncts. Thus, we can clearly rephrase unboundedness as follows:
Observation 5.10. Any unbounded query Q has a minimal model I with > k facts for any k ∈ N.
We can now show Theorem 5.6. We first show how to find a tight pattern, which is not necessarily minimal. To do this, take a sufficiently large minimal model I 0 of the query by Observation 5.10, and perform an iterative dissociation process while it is possible to dissociate edges without breaking the query. By Observation 5.7, this process eventually terminates. If the result I n of the process has a non-leaf edge, then that edge is tight and we are done. Otherwise, we reach a contradiction: as there are only leaf edges in I n , Proposition 5.8 implies that I n has a homomorphism to a constant-sized subset I n , which also satisfies Q. Now, I n has a homomorphism back into I n (as a subset), then into I 0 (by undoing the dissociations). This identifies a constant-sized subset of I 0 that satisfies the query, which contradicts the definition of I 0 a large minimal model.
Having found a tight pattern, we find a minimal tight pattern simply by minifying first on the weight, then on the side weight, which concludes the proof of Theorem 5.6.
Hardness with Tight Iterable Edges
In this section, we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.3 by showing that a minimal tight pattern can be used to show hardness when it is iterable. Formally: This covers all the queries to which Section 4 did not apply, and concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3:
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let Q be an unbounded UCQ ∞ . If we have a model of Q with a non-iterable edge, then we conclude by Theorem 4.6 that PQE(Q) is #P-hard. Otherwise, by Theorem 5.6, we have a minimal tight pattern, and its edge is then iterable (otherwise the first case would have applied), so that we can apply Theorem 6.1.
Thus, it only remains to show Theorem 6.1. The idea is to use the iterable edge e of the minimal tight pattern (I, e) for some incident pair Π to reduce from the undirected st-connectivity problem #U-ST-CON (Definition 2.2). Given an input st-graph G for #U-ST-CON, we will code it as a TID I built using I e,Π , with one probabilistic fact per edge of G. To show a reduction, we will argue that good possible worlds of G correspond to possible worlds J of I containing some iterate of the instance I n e,Π (with n being the length of the path), and J then satisfies Q because e is iterable. Conversely, we will argue that bad possible worlds of G correspond to possible worlds J of I that have a homomorphism to a so-called fine dissociation of e in I, and we will argue that this violates Q query thanks to our choice of (I, e) as a minimal tight pattern. Let us first define this notion of fine dissociation: The result of a fine dissociation is illustrated in Figure 3 . If the only non-unary fact realizing the edge e in I is F m , then (u, v) and (u , v ) are not edges in the result of the dissociation. Observe that fine dissociation is related both to dissociation (Section 5) and to iteration (Section 4). We will study later when fine dissociation makes the query false.
We can now start the proof of Theorem 6.1 by describing the coding, which depends on our choice of I e,Π and of a fact F m , but does not depend on the query Q. Given an input st-graph, i.e., an undirected graph G with source s and target t, we construct a TID I whose possible worlds will have a bijection to those of G. Finally, we define π as follows. For each edge c of C, π maps the copy of the fact F m in the edge (u c , v w ) to 0.5, for an arbitrary choice of w ∈ c. All other facts are mapped to 1 by π.
The coding is exemplified in Figure 6 in Appendix D. Intuitively, the edges are coded by paths of length 2 because the source graph to the reduction is undirected but the facts on edges are directed, so we symmetrize by having two copies of the edge in opposite directions so that we can traverse them in both ways. The choice on how to orient the edges (i.e., the choice of w ∈ c when defining π) has no impact in how the edges can be traversed when their probabilistic fact is present, but it has an impact when the probabilistic fact is missing. Specifically, it is the reason why the fine dissociation includes two copies of e with one missing fact, as will later become clear.
The coding is clearly in polynomial time in the input G for every choice of I e,Π and F m . Let us now define the bijection φ mapping each possible world ω of G to a possible world of the TID I. For each edge c ∈ C we keep the probabilistic fact incident to u c if c is kept in ω, and discard it otherwise. It is obvious that this correspondence is bijective and that all possible worlds have the same probability probability 0.5 |C| . We can now explain why φ defines a reduction: Proposition 6.4. Let the TID I = (J, π) be the coding of an undirected st-graph G relative to an instance I e,Π and to F m as described in Definition 6.3. Let φ be the bijective function defined above from the possible worlds of G to those of I. Then: 1. For any good possible world ω of G with a witnessing simple s, t-path traversing n edges, φ(ω) has a homomorphism from I n+1 e,Π . 2. For any bad possible world ω of G, φ(ω) has a homomorphism to the result of finely dissociating e in I relative to Π and F m .
Proof sketch. For the forward direction, we find I n+1 e,Π as a subinstance of φ(ω) by following the image in J of the witnessing path in ω.
The backward direction is again more challenging. We consider a cut in ω between s and t. Then, any two vertices on different sides of the cut can only be connected by two successive copies of e with one of them missing the fact F m (it can be the first or second copy depending on the orientation choice). We then construct the homomorphism to the fine dissociation ( Figure 3 ) by mapping the vertex u to u, mapping vertices on the s-side of the cut (including v s ) to v , mapping the edges between these vertices back-and-forth to (v u) and (u, v ), mapping all vertices on the t-side (including v t = v) to v, mapping edges between them back-and-forth to (v, u ) and (u , v), and mapping the edges across the cut to either (v , u ) and (u , v) or to (v , u) and (u, v), depending on the orientation choice. Proposition 6.4 leads us to a proof of Theorem 6.1: good possible worlds of G give a possible world of I that satisfies Q thanks to the iterability of e, and bad possible worlds of G give a possible world of I having a homomorphism to the fine dissociation. The only missing piece is to argue that the fine dissociation does not satisfy the query. We can do this using the minimality and tightness of the pattern: Lemma 6.5. Let Q be a query, let (I, e) be a minimal tight pattern for Q, let Π be an arbitrary incident pair of e in I, and let F m be an arbitrary non-unary fact realizing e in I. Then the result of the fine dissociation of e in I relative to Π and F m does not satisfy Q.
Proof sketch. We assume that the fine dissociation I 1 satisfies Q, and show a contradiction by rewriting it in several steps (see Figure 8 in Appendix D). We first dissociate the copies of e in I 1 with F m missing: as their weight is strictly less than e, the minimality of e ensures that they are not tight, so the result I 2 still satisfies Q. We then homomorphically fold the dissociated edges into the copies of e, and obtain I 3 , which still satisfies Q: it is like I 1 but without the copies of e with F m missing, Now, the copies of e in I 3 have a smaller side weight than in I 1 , so the minimality of e ensures that they are not tight. We can dissociate them again, yielding I 4 , which still satisfies Q. We can now homomorphically fold the dissociated edges and obtain I 5 , which still satisfies Q, and is homomorphic to the dissociation of e in I 1 .
As e was tight, I 5 should not satisfy the query, so we have reached a contradiction.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1, and thus of our main theorem (Theorem 3.3).
Conclusion
We have shown that PQE is #P-hard for any unbounded UCQ ∞ on an arity-two signature, and hence proved a dichotomy on PQE for all UCQ ∞ queries: either they are unbounded and PQE is #P-hard, or they are bounded and the dichotomy by Dalvi and Suciu applies. Our result captures many query languages; in particular disjunctive Datalog over binary signatures, regular path queries, and all ontology-mediated queries closed under homomorphisms. There are three natural directions to extend our result. First, we could study queries that are not homomorphism-closed, e.g., with disequalities or negation. We believe that this would require different techniques as the problem is still open for UCQs (beyond the results of [20]). Second, we could lift the arity restriction and work on signatures of arbitrary arity: we conjecture that PQE is still #P-hard for any unbounded UCQ ∞ in that case. Much of our proof techniques may adapt, but we do not know how to extend the definitions of dissociation, fine dissociation, and iteration. In particular, dissociation on a fact is difficult to adapt because incident facts on arbitrary arity signatures may intersect in complicated ways. For this reason, we leave the extension to arbitrary-arity signatures to future work. Third, a natural question for future work is whether our hardness result on unbounded homomorphism-closed queries also applies to the (unweighted) model counting problem, where all facts of the TID must have probability 0.5: the hardness of this problem has only been shown on the class of self-join free CQs [3]. 
A Proofs for Section 2 (Preliminaries)
In Section 2, we claim that our results extend to the case of a signature featuring unary and binary predicates. We now justify this claim formally by showing the analogue of Theorem 3.3 for signatures with relations of arity 1 and 2.
Theorem A.1. Let Q be an unbounded UCQ ∞ on a signature with relations of arity 1 and 2. Then, PQE(Q) is #P-hard.
Proof. Fix the signature σ and query Q. Let σ be the arity-two signature constructed from σ by replacing each relation R of arity 1 by a relation R of arity 2. Let φ be a function mapping any instance I of σ to the instance φ(I) obtained by replacing each fact R (a, b) by the fact R(a). (Note that we can create the same fact R(a) because of multiple facts of the form R (a, b) .) Let us define Q to be the query on σ which is satisfied precisely on the instances I such that φ(I) satisfies Q.
We first claim that Q is closed under homomorphisms. Indeed, letting I and I be two σ -instances such that I has a homomorphism to I , it is clear that a restriction of this function defines a homomorphism from φ(I) to φ(I ), so that if I satisfies Q then φ(I) satisfies Q, thus φ(I ) satisfies Q because Q is closed under homomorphisms, so I satisfies Q .
We next claim that Q is unbounded. Indeed, assuming by way of contradiction that Q is equivalent to a UCQ, let Q be the UCQ on σ obtained by rewriting each disjunct of Q to replace each atom of the form R (x, y) by R(x). We claim that, for any σ-instance I, there is a σ -instance I such that φ(I ) = I, and I satisfies Q iff I satisfies Q . Indeed, take I and define I by replacing each unary fact R(a) of I by the facts R (a, b) for each possible b of the domain of I. It is clear that φ(I ) = I, it is clear that if I satisfies Q then the projection of a match to I satisfies Q , and conversely if I satisfies Q then there is a match of a disjunct Q in I, which we can expand to a match of the same disjunct of Q in I . We have thus shown that Q and Q are equivalent, because whenever a σ-instance I satisfies Q then the instance I is such that φ(I ) = I, so I satisfies Q , thus I satisfies Q ; and conversely if I satisfies Q then by definition I satisfies Q , hence φ(I ) = I satisfies Q. Now, Q is then equivalent to Q which is a UCQ, and this contradicts the unboundedness of Q.
By Theorem 3.3, we know that PQE(Q ) is #P-hard, It only remains to show how to reduce in polynomial time from PQE(Q ) to PQE(Q), concluding the proof. Consider a TID I = (I , π ) with I on σ, and let us define in polynomial time the TID I = (I, π) with I := φ(I ), and π giving to each σ-fact of arity two in I the same probability as in I , and giving to each σ-fact R(a) of arity one in I the probability 1 − F =R (a,b)∈I (1 − π (F )). We can compute this quantity in polynomial time. Now, it is clear that φ defines a bijection between the possible worlds of I and the possible worlds of I where each unary fact F is repeated with a multiplicity equal to the number of facts of I that project down to F ; and that this bijection is probability-preserving. This establishes that the reduction is correct, and concludes the proof. Fig 4(a) . We encode H relative to an instance I e,Π (Fig 4(b) ), with a non-leaf edge e and an incident pair Π. The result I 2 e,Π of iterating e in I with n = 2 (Definition 4.3) is shown in Fig 4(c) . The coding of H relative to I e,Π and n = 2 (Definition 4.7) is shown in Fig 4(d) , with the probabilistic facts being the copies of F l and Fr in the edges in solid blue and black. A key explains the colors (bottom right).
B Proofs for Section 4 (Hardness with Non-Iterable Edges)

Proof.
Observe that (1) corresponds to the soundness of the reduction, and (2) to the completeness. We start with the easier direction, and then prove the other direction. 1. Let us assume that φ(ω) = J . We more specifically claim that J has a subinstance which is isomorphic to I n e,Π . To see why, drop all copies of u from J except u a and the u c,i , and all copies of v except v b and the v c,i , along with all facts where these elements appear. All of the original instance I except for the facts involving u and v can be found as-is in J . Now, for the others, u a has an incident copy of all edges incident to u in J (including F l ), the same is true for v b and v (including F r ), and we can use the u e,i and v e,i to witness the requisite path of copies of e. 2. As before, let us assume that φ(ω) = J . Let us describe the homomorphism from J to I 3n−1 e,Π . To do this, first map all facts of J that do not involve a copy of u or v to the corresponding facts of I 3n−1 e,Π using the identity mapping. We will now explain how the copies of u and v in J are mapped to copies of u and v in I 3n−1 e,Π : this is clearly correct for the facts in J that use these copies of u and v and that were created as copies of left-incident or right-incident facts to e in I except F l and F r . Thus, we must simply ensure that this mapping respects the facts in J that were created as copies of F l , of F r , or of the edge e, as we have argued that all other facts of J are correctly mapped to I 3n−1 e,Π . Our way to do this is illustrated in Figure 5 . The first step is to take all copies of F l in J , which correspond to vertices in a ∈ A that were kept, and we map them all to the element u in I 3n−1 e,Π , which is possible as it has the incident fact F l . In Figure 5(c) , this is only the copy of F l on (l, u a ). Now, we start at the elements of the form u a , and we follow the paths of Fig 4(a) , containing all circled nodes.
The way H is considered in the completeness proof of Proposition 4.8.
The possible world φ(ω) of the coding (Fig 4(d) ) for ω. The edges (l, u b ), (l, uc), and (vα, r) are changed to dashed lines, as they correspond to vertices of H that are not kept in ω. e e l (with F l ) e l without F l e r (with F r ) e r without F r other incident edges Fig 4(b) and n = 2) is given in Fig 5(c) . In the proof, we explore H as depicted in Fig 5(b) to argue that Fig 5(c) has a homomorphism to I 5 e,Π . A key explains the colors (bottom right).
2n − 1 copies of e back-and-forth from these elements until we reach elements of the form v b : we map these paths to the first 2n − 1 edges of the path of copies of e from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π . In Figure 5 (c), we reach v α . From our assumption about the possible world J , none of the v b reached at that stage have an incident copy of F r , as we would otherwise have a witness to the fact that we kept two adjacent a ∈ A and b ∈ B in the possible world ω of H, which is impossible as ω is bad.
The second step is to go back in J on the copies of e incident to these elements that were not yet visited, and we follow a path of copies of e that were not yet mapped. We map these to the next 2n − 1 copies of e, going forward in the path from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π . We then reach elements of the form u a , and they do not have any incident copies of F l because all such edges and their outgoing paths were visited in the first step. In Figure 5 (c), we reach u b and u c .
The third step is to go forward in J on the copies of e incident to these elements that were not yet visited, and follow a path of copies of e that goes to elements of the form v b , mapping this to the last 2n − 1 edges of the path from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π . Some of these v b may now be incident to copies of F r , but the same is true of v in I 3n−1 e,Π , and we have just reached v. Indeed, note that we have followed (2n − 1) × 3 copies of e in J in total (going forward each time), and this is equal to 2 × (3n − 1) − 1, the number of copies of e in the path from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π . Thus, we can map the copies of F r correctly. In Figure 5 (c), we reach v β and v γ . The fourth step is to go back in J on copies of e, going back on the path from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π , reaching elements of the form u a (which cannot be incident to any copy of F l for the same reason as in the second step); and then forward in J on copies of e, going forward on the path from u to v in I 3n−1 e,Π , reaching elements of the form v b in J that we map to b in I 3n−1 e,Π , including the F r -fact that may be incident to them. We repeat this backward-and-forward step until everything reachable has been visited. In Figure 5(c) , we have visited everything after the third step, so we do not perform the fourth step at all.
At the end of the fourth step, from our assumption that H is a connected bipartite graph, we have visited all the elements of J that we needed to map, and we have argued that we have correctly mapped them. This concludes the description of the homomorphism and concludes the proof.
We can now conclude the proof of the main result of the section, Theorem 4.6:
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Fix the query Q, the instance I, the non-leaf edge e of I which is non-iterable, the incident pair Π relative to which it is not iterable, and let us take the smallest n 0 > 1 such that I n0 e,Π does not satisfy the query, but I n0−1 e,Π does. We show #P-hardness by reducing from #PP2DNF (Definition 2.1). Let H = (A, B, C) be an input connected bipartite graph. We apply the coding of Proposition 4.8 with n 0 − 1 and obtain a TID I. This coding can be done in polynomial time. Now let us use Proposition 4.8. We know that I n0−1 e,Π satisfies Q, but I
does not, because n 0 > 1 so 3(n 0 − 1) − 1 = 3n 0 − 4 ≥ n 0 , and as we know that I n0 e,Π violates Q, then so does I 3(n0−1)−1 e,Π thanks to Observation 4.4. Thus, Proposition 4.8 implies that the number of good possible worlds of H is the probability that Q is satisfied in a possible world of I, multiplied by the constant factor 2 |A|+|B| . Thus, the number of good possible worlds of H is P I (Q) · 2 |A|+|B| . This shows that the reduction is correct, and concludes the proof.
C Proofs for Section 5 (Finding a Minimal Tight Pattern)
Proof. It is sufficient to show that an application of dissociation decreases the number of non-leaf edges by 1. To do so, we consider an instance I with a non-leaf edge e, and show that the dissociation I of e in I, has n − 1 non-leaf edges.
Let us write e = (a, b). The new elements a and b in I are leaf elements, and for any other element of the domain of I , it is a leaf in I iff it was a leaf in I: this is clear for elements that are not a and b as they occur exactly in the same edges, and for a and b we know that they were not leaves in I (they occurred in e = {a, b} and in some other edge), and they are still not leaves in I (they occur in the same other edge and in {a, b } and {b, a }, respectively).
Thus, the edges of I that are not {a, b } or {a , b} are leaf edges in I iff they were in I. So, in terms of non-leaf edges the only difference between I and I is that we removed the non-leaf edge {a, b} from I and we added the two edges {a, b } and {a , b} in I which are leaf edges because a and b are leaves. Thus, we conclude the claim.
Proof. We first prove the result for connected instances I. In this case, we define the constant k σ := 2 4×|σ| . There are two cases. The first case is when all elements of I are leaves: then, as I is connected, it must consist of a single edge (a, b) and consists of at most 4 |σ| facts: there are |σ| possible facts of the form R(a, b) , plus |σ| possible facts of the form R(b, a) , plus |σ| possible facts of the form R(a, a) , plus |σ| possible facts of the form R(b, b) . Thus, taking I = I and the identity homomorphism concludes the proof. The second case is when I contains a non-leaf element a. In this case, consider all edges {a, b 1 }, . . . , {a, b n } incident to a, with n > 1, because a is not a leaf. Each of the b i must be leaves: if some b i is not a leaf then {a, b i } would be a non-leaf edge because neither a nor b i would be leaves, contradicting our assumption that I has no non-leaf edge. We then define an equivalence relation ∼ on the b i by writing b i ∼ b j if the edges {a, b i } and {a, b j } contain the exact same set of facts (up to the isomorphism mapping b i to b j ): there are at most k σ equivalence classes. The requisite subset of I and the homomorphism can thus be obtained by picking one representative of each equivalence class, keeping the edges incident to these representatives, and mapping each b i to the chosen representative of its class.
We now extend the proof to instances I that are not necessarily connected. Letting I be such an instance, we consider its connected components I 1 , . . . , I m , i.e., the disjoint subinstances induced by the connected components of the Gaifman graph of I. Each of these is connected and has no non-leaf edges, so, by the proof of the previous paragraph, there are subsets I 1 ⊆ I 1 , . . . , I m ⊆ I m with ≤ k σ facts each and a homomorphism of each I i to its I i . Now, there are only constantly many instances with ≤ k σ facts up to isomorphism: let k σ be their number, and let k σ := k σ × k σ . The requisite subinstance and homomorphism is obtained by again picking one representative for each isomorphism equivalence class of the I i (at most k σ of them, so at most k σ facts in total) and mapping each I i to the I j which is the representative for its I i . This concludes the proof.
We are now ready to conclude the formal proof of Theorem 5.6:
Proof of Theorem 5.6. We first show the first part of the claim: any unbounded query has a tight pattern. Let k σ be the bound from Proposition 5.8. By Observation 5.10, let I 0 be a minimal model with > k σ facts. Set I := I 0 and let us apply an iterative dissociation process: while I has edges that are non-leaf but not tight, perform the dissociation, yielding I , and let I := I .
Observation 5.7 implies that this process must terminate after at most n 0 steps, where n 0 is the number of non-leaf edges of I 0 . Let I n be the result of this process, with n ≤ n 0 . If I n has a non-leaf edge e which is tight, then we are done as we have found a tight pattern (I, e). Otherwise, let us reach a contradiction.
First notice that, throughout the rewriting process, it has remained true that I is a model of Q. Indeed, if performing a dissociation breaks this, then the dissociated edge was tight. Also notice that, throughout the rewriting, it has remained true that I has a homomorphism to I 0 : it is true initially, with the identity homomorphism, and when we dissociate I to I then I has a homomorphism to I defined by mapping the fresh elements a and b to the original elements a and b and as the identity otherwise. Hence, I n is a model of Q having a homomorphism to I 0 .
Note that I n has no non-leaf edges. Thus, Proposition 5.8 tells us that I n admits a homomorphism to some subset I n of size at most k σ . This homomorphism witnesses that I n also satisfies Q. But now, I n is a subset of I n so it has a homomorphism to I n , which has a homomorphism to I 0 . Let I 0 ⊆ I 0 be the image of I n in I 0 by the composed homomorphism. It has at most k σ facts, because I n does; and it satisfies Q because I n does. But as I 0 had > k σ facts, I 0 is a strict subset of I 0 that satisfies Q. This contradicts the minimality of I 0 . Thus, we conclude the first part of the claim.
It only remains to show the second part of the claim: there exists a minimal tight pattern. We already concluded that Q has a tight pattern (I, e), and e has some finite weight w 1 > 0 in I. Pick the minimal 0 < w 1 ≤ w 1 such that Q has a tight pattern (I , e ) where e has weight w 1 . Now, e has some finite side weight w 2 ≥ 2 in I . Pick the minimal 2 ≤ w 2 ≤ w 2 such that Q has a tight pattern (I , e ) where e has weight w 1 and has side weight w 2 . We can then see that (I , e ) is a minimal tight pattern by minimality of w 1 and w 2 . This concludes the proof. Proof. As before, we start with the easier forward direction (1), and then prove the backward direction (2). 1. Consider a witnessing path s = w 1 , . . . , w n+1 = t in the possible world ω of G, and assume without loss of generality that the path is simple, i.e., it traverses each vertex at most once. We claim that the possible world J := φ(ω) actually has a subinstance isomorphic to I n+1 e,Π . See Figure 6(d) for an example.
To see why this is true, we take as usual the facts of J that do not involve any copy of u or v and keep them as-is, because they occur in J as they do in I n+1 e,Π . Now, we start by taking the one copy of F l leading to u and the copy of e leading to v s . We now follow the path which gives a path of copies of e: for each edge c = {w j , w j+1 } of the path, we have two successive copies of e between v wj and u c , and between u c and v wj+1 . Note that, as the path uses edge c, it was kept in ω, so all the copies of e in question have all their facts, i.e., neither of the copies of F m can be missing. The assumption that the path is simple ensures that we do not visit the same vertex multiple times. After traversing these 2n copies of e in alternating directions, we reach v t = v, and finally we use the fact F r which is incident to v. So, we have indeed found a subinstance of J which is isomorphic to I n+1 e,Π . We use the fact that, as the possible world ω of G has no path from s to t, there is an s, t-cut of ω, i.e., a function ψ mapping each vertex of G to either L or R such that s is mapped to L, t is mapped to R, and for every edge {x, y} such that ψ(x) = ψ(y) then the edge was not kept in G . See Figure 7(a) for an illustration, where the red vertices are mapped to L and the green vertices are mapped to R.
We map u in J to u in I and v s to v, which maps the copy of e between u and v s in J to a copy of e in I . Now observe that we can map to v in I all the nodes v w such that ψ(w) = L, including v s . The edges between these nodes in J , whether they were kept in ω or not, are mapped by going back-and-forth on the edge (u, v ) in I . In Figure 7 Fig 6(a) . We encode G relative to an instance I e,Π (Fig 6(b) ) and to some choice of a non-unary fact Fm realizing e. The coding of G relative to I e,Π and Fm is shown in Fig 6(c) , with the probabilistic facts being one copy of Fm for one of every pair of purple edges adjacent to an element ue i . Each st-path in G gives rise to a subinstance in the coding of the form shown in Fig 6(d) , which are iterates I n+1 e,Π for n being the number of edges of the path (here n = 3).
defines the image of v a , v b , and u e1 , u e2 , u e3 corresponding to the edges between them. In the same way we can map to v in I all the nodes v w such that ψ(w) = R, including v t and all edges between these nodes, going back-and-forth on edge (u , v) in I . In Figure 7(b) , this defines the image of v c , v d , v t , and u e6 , u e7 , u e8 corresponding to the edges between them.
We must still map the edges across the cut, i.e., edges c = {x, y} such that ψ(x) = L and ψ(y) = R. In J , these edges give rise to two edges (u c , v x ) and (u c , v y ), one of which is a copy of e and the other one is a copy of e with the fact F m missing -which one is which depends on the arbitrary orientation choice that we made when defining π. Depending on the case, we map u c either to u or to u so that the two incident edges to u c are mapped in I either to (u, v ) (a copy of e) and (u, v) (a copy of e minus F m ), or to (u , v ) (a copy of e minus F m ) and (u , v) (a copy of e). In Figure 7 (b), this allows us to define the image of the bold vertices (u e4 , u e5 , u e9 ) corresponding to the edges across the cut. We follow the orientation choice when defining π, which can be seen by examining which edges are dashed, and we map u e4 and u e9 to u and map u e5 to v.
Thus, we have explained how we map the copies of u and v, the copies of e (including the ones without F m ), and the two facts F l and F r . As usual we have not discussed the facts that do not involve a copy of u or v in J , or the facts that involve one of them and are not facts of e, F l , or F r , but these are found in I in the same way that they occur in J (noting that we have only mapped copies of u to copies of u, and copies of v to copies of v). This concludes the definition of the homomorphism and concludes the proof. 
Possible world of the coding in Fig 6(c) for the possible world of G at the left. Copies of e are dashed when they are missing the fact Fm. Vertices ue i corresponding to edges across the cut are in bold.
Figure 7
Illustration of a possible world (Figure 7(a) ) of the graph G from Figure 6(a) , and the corresponding possible world (Figure 7(b) ) of the coding (Figure 6(c) ). The homomorphism of Figure 7 (b) to the fine dissociation is given by the vertex colors: the red u-vertices are mapped to u, the red v-vertices are mapped to v , the green u-vertices are mapped to u , and the green v-vertices are mapped to v. The vertex colors are determined by the cut (Figure 7(a) ) except for the bold vertices where it depends on the orientation choice. Lemma 6.5. Let Q be a query, let (I, e) be a minimal tight pattern for Q, let Π be an arbitrary incident pair of e in I, and let F m be an arbitrary non-unary fact realizing e in I. Then the result of the fine dissociation of e in I relative to Π and F m does not satisfy Q.
The process of the proof is illustrated as Figure 8 .
Proof. Fix the query Q, the minimal tight pattern (I, e), and the choice of F l , F m , and F r . Assume by way of contradiction that the result I 1 of the process satisfies the query Q. Consider now the edges e 1 = (u, v) and e 1 = (u , v ): their weight in I 1 , by construction, is one less than the weight of e. Hence, as (I, e) is minimal, by Definition 5.5 we know that each of these edges cannot be tight: if one of these edges were, say e 1 , then (I 1 , e 1 ) would be a tight pattern with e 1 having a strictly smaller weight, which is impossible. Thus, as we assumed that I satisfies Q, it must mean that we can dissociate e 1 , then e 1 using the dissociation process of Definition 5.2. Formally, we first dissociate e 1 = (u, v) to remove this edge, renamed u and v to u 1 and v 1 , created u 2 and v 2 , and add back copies of the edge from u 1 to v 2 and from u 2 to v 1 . The dissociated edge is not tight as we argued, so Q is still satisfied in the result I 1 . Second, we dissociate e 1 = (u , v ), removed e 1 , renamed u and v to u 1 and v 1 , created u 2 and v 2 , and created copies of e 1 from u 1 to v 2 and from u 2 to v 1 . The dissociated edge e 1 has the same weight in I 1 as it did in I 1 , so again it is not tight, and Q still holds in the result I 2 . (See Figure 8 .)
Note that u 2 , v 2 , u 2 , v 2 are leaf vertices in I 2 , which only occur on the copies of the dissociated edges (the edges with the same facts as e except F m ). We have copies of the edge e (from the fine dissociation) from u 1 to v 1 and from u 1 to v 1 .
Observe now that we can map the leaves u 2 , v 2 , u 2 and v 2 to define a homomorphism: we map u 2 to u 1 and map the edge (u 2 , v 1 ) to the edge (u 1 , v 1 ) whose facts are those of e, so a superset of the facts; we map v 2 to v 1 and map the edge (u 1 , v 2 ) to (u 1 , v 1 ); we map u 2 to u 1 and map the edge (u 2 , v 1 ) to the edge (u 1 , v 1 ); we map v 2 to v 1 and map the edge (u 1 , v 2 ) to the edge (u 1 , v 1 ).
The resulting instance I 3 (see Figure 8 ) is a homomorphic image of I 2 , so it still satisfies Q. Relative to I 1 , it is the result of replacing u with copies u 1 , u 1 , and v with copies v 1 , v 1 , and having one copy of e from u 1 to v 1 and from u 1 to v 1 , with all facts incident to u and v replicated on u 1 , u 1 and v 1 , v 1 , except F l and F r which only involve u 1 and v 1 . In other words, the instance I 3 is isomorphic to the result I 1 of the fine dissociation (Figure 3) , except that we have not created copies of e without F m between u 1 and v 1 and between u 1 and v 1 . We have justified, from our assumption that I 1 satisfies Q, that I 3 also does.
Let us now modify I 3 using the second minimality criterion on e to dissociate the edges e 4 = (u 1 , v 1 ) and e 4 = (u 1 , v 1 ), simplifying the instance further. The weight of these edges is the same as that of e, but their side weight is smaller: indeed, u 1 has exactly as many incident facts as u did in I 1 , and v 1 has the same number as v in I 1 except that F r is missing, so the side weight of e 4 is indeed smaller. The same holds for e 4 because v 1 has exactly the same incident facts as v and u 1 has the same as u except F l . This means that these edges are not tight, as otherwise it would contradict the second criterion in Definition 5.5. Thus, we can dissociate one and then the other, and Q will still be satisfied. Say we first dissociate e 4 : we create u 5 and v 5 and replace e 4 by copies from u 1 to v 5 and from u 5 to v 1 , with v 5 and u 5 being leaves. Next, we dissociate e 4 , whose weight and side weight is unchanged relative to I 3 : and we create u 5 and v 5 and replace e 4 by copies from u 1 to v 5 and from u 5 to v 1 , with v 5 and u 5 being leaves. As we argued, the minimality of e ensures that the edges that we dissociate are not tight, so the resulting instance I 4 (see Figure 8 ) still satisfies Q. Now, we can finally merge back vertices to reach an instance I 5 isomorphic to the dissociation of e in I. This will yield our contradiction, because we assumed that e is tight. Specifically, let us map u 1 to u 1 and v 5 to v 5 : this defines a homomorphism because the edge (u 1 , v 5 ) can be mapped to (u 1 , v 5 ), this was the only edge involving v 5 , and all other facts involving u 1 have a copy involving u 1 by definition of the fine dissociation. Let us also map v 1 to v 1 and v 5 to v 5 in the same fashion, which defines a homomorphism for the same reason. The resulting instance I 5 (see Figure 8 ) still satisfies Q. Now observe that I 5 is isomorphic to the result of the (non-fine) dissociation of e in I (Figure 2 ): we have added two leaves u 5 and v 5 , the vertices u 1 and v 1 indeed correspond to u and v, we have removed the edge from u to v and replaced it by copies from u 1 to v 5 and from u 5 to v 1 .
Thus we have deduced that dissociating e in I yields an instance that satisfies Q. But as (I, e) was a tight pattern, this is impossible, so we have reached a contradiction and the proof is finished.
We can now conclude the proof of the main result of the section, Theorem 6.1:
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Fix the query Q and the minimal tight pattern (I, e). By definition, e is then a non-leaf edge: pick an arbitrary incident pair Π and fact F m of e. We show #P-hardness of PQE(Q) by reducing from U-ST-CON (Definition 2.2). Given an undirected graph G, we use Proposition 6.4 to compute in polynomial time a TID I. As in the proof of Theorem 4.6, what matters is to show that (1.) in the forward case the query holds on φ(G ), and (2.) in the backward case the query does not hold in φ(G ).
For (1.), the result follows from the fact that the query Q is closed under homomorphisms, and the edge e was assumed to be iterable (Definition 4.3), so it is iterable relative to any incident pair, in particular Π. Thus, the iterates satisfy Q and φ(G ) also does. For (2.), we know by Lemma 6.5 that the result of the fine dissociation does not satisfy the query, so φ(G ) does not satisfy it either.
